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Why Jan 1, 1960? See: 
http://support.sas.com/community/newsletters/news/insider/dates.html

Tony Barr was looking for a timestamp that would pre-date most electronic records 
that were available in the early seventies, so he selected the 1960 date. He also 
wanted to ensure that the timestamps would fit into less storage space, and selecting 
a more recent base date than the IBM base January 1, 1900, would allow this. The 
date January 1, 1960 was also close to the release date of the IBM System 360 
architecture (which is recognized to be in April 1964). Remember that, at the time, 
SAS was only running on the IBM mainframes, hence the 360-centric mind-set.
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SAS can perform calculations on dates ranging from A.D. November 1582 to A.D. 
19,900. – SAS 9.4 online documentation.  Different articles have different ranges.   
September 1752 is the earliest that you can get reliable day of the week information 
– SAS 9.4 online documentation.

You can actually get ‘dates’ outside of this range but there may be validity issues.

A little side note: The earliest date that is valid in SAS software is January 1, 1582 
The last valid date is December 21, 20000.

--
SAS  software uses the Gregorian calendar. That is the year that France, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Portugal, and Spain replaced the Julian calendar with the Gregorian. 
(The Gregorian calendar was first implemented so that the day after October 4, 1582 
was October 15, 1582. Nevertheless, SAS software recognizes 31 days in the month 
of October, 1582.) While the rest of Roman Catholic Europe switched shortly after 
1582, the United Kingdom and its colonies did not move to the Gregorian calendar 
until 1752. Many other countries switched even later, including the Soviet Union in 
1918 and Greece in 1923. Some historic dates therefore might be handled in a 
misleading manner -- a problem which, it should be noted, is true of any use of SAS 
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dates in such instances.
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Check the contents – numeric character with a Date format – it is a SAS date.
Many people see the a date in a proc print or view table and then try to use string 
functions – string functions will usually generate a numeric to character conversion 
note but actually return a [nonsensical] value.
The other issue is people think a string is a date value and try to use SAS functions –
fortunately these usually generate errors.
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The anydtdtew. Format has been really very helpful in some instances but it must be 
used with some caution: 
http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings11/117-2011.pdf
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When using the SAS informat if a string does not fit the required structure SAS will 
return an invalid data error message and associated input lines.  These errors can be 
suppressed (at your risk).  I recommend not using these options unless you 
understand the errors and will be correcting/noting them in some other way.  The 
input function returns a missing value if the input data is invalid.

SAS documentation about ? Or ?? Options:
? or ??specifies the optional question mark (?) and double question mark (??) 
modifiers that suppress the printing of both the error messages and the input lines 
when invalid data values are read. The ? modifier suppresses the invalid data 
message. The ?? modifier also suppresses the invalid data message and, in addition, 
prevents the automatic variable _ERROR_ from being set to 1 when invalid data are 
read.

In this example, the question mark (?) modifier tells SAS not to print the invalid data 
error message if it finds data errors. The automatic variable _ERROR_ is set to 1 and 
input data lines are written to the SAS log. 
y=input(x,? 3.1);
Because the double question mark (??) modifier suppresses printing of error 
messages and input lines and prevents the automatic variable _ERROR_ from being 
set to 1 when invalid data are read, the following two examples produce the same 
result: 
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y=input(x,?? 2.);
y=input(x,? 2.); _error_=0;
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In the SAS Output window, the date and time automatically prints at the top of each 
page of output. However, the date and time printed is the date and time that the 
current SAS session was invoked. Instead, you might want to print the date and time 
that the SAS code is submitted. You can accomplish this by adding the following code 
to the top of each SAS program: options nodate; %let timenow=%sysfunc(time(), 
time.); %let datenow=%sysfunc(date(), date9.); 
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NOTE: The WEEKDAY function produces an integer that represents the day of the 
week, where 1=Sunday, 2=Monday, ..., 7=Saturday.   This date sequence covers other 
intervals as well.  In the above example the interval for the week2.2 means how many 
bi-week boundaries are crossed starting on Monday.

Method – C – Continuous, D – Discrete

Alignment – BEGINNING|B, MIDDLE|M, or END|E. 
Within the interval the returned date is the date that represents the point in the 

range of the interval.
The default is the beginning if not specified.
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NOTE: The WEEKDAY function produces an integer that represents the day of the 
week, where 1=Sunday, 2=Monday, ..., 7=Saturday.   This date sequence covers other 
intervals as well.  In the above example the interval for the week2.2 means how many 
bi-week boundaries are crossed starting on Monday.
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